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Rose Bowl (1963-1964)

Box 1:

Band Planes, 1963
- Detailed itinerary for Band plane #1
- Maps of lodging
- Article on the University of Illinois band
- Full band directory and Itinerary for the trip

Big 10 Float, 1963
- Correspondence between Valley Decoration Co. and Vern Kretschmer regarding color of float
- Description of the Big Ten Illinois float
- A thank you letter from President of Pasadena Tournament of Roses Association, Hilles Bedell to V. Kretschmer and a response from Bedell

Budget Expense; Tickets, etc., 1963-1964
- Financial Reports and description of the budget for the Rose Bowl Official Party
- Proposed budget for Team Party
- Band trip budget, including cheerleaders and photography personnel
- First National Bank account analysis
- Guest List for Official Party
- Band Staff ticket requirements
- Number of Rose bowl game tickets sold as of December 11, 1963 and a request for more tickets
- Correspondence regarding the use of Vouchers to offset partial expense
- Cost and number of tickets purchased by band
- Reimbursements made to V Kretschmer do to trip expenses
- Transportation Reimbursements
- Correspondence between George Bargh, Administrative Assistant and Vern Kretschmer regarding ticket distribution and accounting
- Correspondence regarding check deposits and receipts

Insurance, 1963
- Outline of the insurance coverage for the period of 25 days, the full trip, and the cost

Memorabilia-Pictures, Tickets, etc., 1964
- Images of Rose Bowl post and pre parties, parade and float including pictures of President David Henry
- Illinois sign
- Invitations
- Tickets
- Pamphlet of Sheraton Hotel
- Postcards of Los Angeles

Minutes, 1963
- Illinois Committee on Rose Bowl Arrangements
Committee meeting outlines, regarding the planning of the Rose Bowl events and policies
Outline of subcommittee meetings on transportation policy
Rules on ticket purchasing from Athletic Publicity Office
Notes for Press Release

Official Party
General Information on Official Party A
Application/Form
Preliminary and Official Party list
An invitation to participate in Rose Bowl events from David Henry to V. Kretschmer
Party Plan information for passengers
Schedule of Special Events
Special note for the ladies on dress attire
Los Angeles passenger list
Room accommodation request by guest
Letters regarding either a decline or acceptance of invitation to attend Rose Bowl
Airline charter tickets/passes
Guest and baggage weight list
Notes for Mr. Flynn
Official Party A guest list and room schedule
Badges
Bulletin #1
List of churches, restaurants and information about traveling around during free time
New Years Eve Party
Thank you from Alice S. Hurt to Official Party

Party Plane Guest List, 1963
flight itinerary
special service request
guest list

Post Trip Correspondence
Thank you letters to David Henry, Vernon Kretschmer, Geroger Bargh, Alice Hurt, and Chuck Flynn from guest
Documents regarding an award ceremony for Illinois from Mr. Walter Hoefflin, President of the Pasadena Tournament of Roses Association

Pre-Trip Correspondence, 1963
Business Cards of Companies used in planning the trip
Letters from ROTC asking to perform in the parade, and being rejected by Rose Bowl committee
Request for UofI songs to play at Official Party
Correspondence regarding arrangements being made for the trip including travel, and lodging

Press Release, 1963
Regarding the formation of a Rose Bowl Committee, students and faculty tickets, class absences, official UofI Rose Bowl Tour, preliminary meetings in Pasadena about Rose Bowl, float, ticket sales and the University sponsored groups going to Pasadena

Programs for the Rose Bowl, 1964
2 booklets with color pictures highlighting facts about teams, Illinois and Washington, as well as the floats and etc.

Reports, 1963-1964
- Letters sent to parents of Illini students who are attending the Rose Bowl
- Correspondence on the Student Senate Travel Bureau Tours
- Ticket prices
- Travel options to California
- Correspondence regarding the money made from sale of memorabilia
- Recommendations from the Band on the trip
- Recommendations for future rose bowl student transportation procedures

Team Plane, 1963
- Guest list/flight itinerary

Transportation
- Correspondence from International Travel Service
- Documents regarding transportation logistics

Transportation of Roses Association, 1963
- List of Tournament of the Rose Committee

Box 2:

Rose Bowl News Articles
Files consist of black and white copies newspaper clipping regarding the Rose Bowl. Articles are organized by newspaper sources: Courier, Daily Illini, Miscellaneous, and News Gazette. From there the clippings are organized chronologically.